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Intrinsic properties of lines of flow has been studied by employing anholonomic 90-ordhate system oonsiating of 
o-lines which are stre%mlines, %-lines the involutes of s-lines and b-lines the locus of Centre of spherical cur- 
vature of a-lines. This gives rise to only two geometric parameters and interesting results have been obtained. I t  
was also shown that velocity can be expressed in terms of geometric parameters. Constancy of velocity along 
binormal line implies existence of Lamb iurfaces for the motion. It is found the motion ie not irrotational unless 
. i t  is plane motion. In generelised screw motion i t  is found that wa /v=constant along the stream line. 
The partial diffe~ential equations governing fluid flow are nonlinear and hence it is very difficult t a  
give oorrecti picture of fluid flow-. Syngel, Truesdsll & Bjorgum2 turned the attention of resear- 
chers to the kinematical aspects of the fluid flow, and introduced theory of surfaces and curves related to 
streamlines which do exid in fluid flow theory. This approach will help engineers and technologids who are 
faced wibh the problems of flow of fluids through tubers amuming the shape of space curves. It can be 
applied in aeronauticals engineering. Biologist can make use of it to study blood circulations. 
Marria" Marris & Passman4, Purushotharn &Samba Shiv& Rao6 empbyed anholonomic co-or- 
dinate system involving 8 parametres to study the kinematic aspect of fluid flow. 
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The. anholonomic sysbem employed by them consists of s- the tangent line, n- the normal lines that ia 
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lines whose tangent is in direction of n, and b- the binormal lines that is the lines whose t anga t  in 
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direction of b-. The s, n, b linesrto defined does not yield clear picture of fluid flow. -- Since involute and 
3 - 3 +- 
locus of centre of spherical curvature of s - lines have their tangents in the direction of n and b re&- 
peotively6 these curves defines an anholonomic GO-ordinate system and thus adopted in-$his investigation 
as anholonomic co-ordinate system. As a result mare interesting results are obtained in terms of only to 
+ 
geometric parameters related Co s - line^ only. 
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omsidering s, 12, b as triply uni6 tangent principal normal and binormal vectors along the curves of 
congruences formed by atream lines, involutes of stream lines and the locus of centre of spherical culvature 
+ 3  
of streamlinesy denoting the lengths along s, b; Iines as s, b and denoting curvature of stream line by k  and 
torsion by T ,  we have the following intrinsic relations6 
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Where the curvature and torsion of n -lines is given by 
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Tho curvaCure and the torsion of b  - lines are given by 
a8 ds db ; ~ ~ = 6 -  * -- " a db (6) 
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Using the soleaoidal property on (8) and (9) we have - I 
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The values of 8 para~nebres, given by Marris3 will have the following values in the new co-ordinating 
system. 
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Arc distances meaeured along the vector lines of s, n and b a n  never be hinployed-a~l curvilinear cs- 
ordinates. A curvilinear co-ordinabe system can be constructed on these vector linm if and only if they 
are curves of intersection of a triply orthogonal system of surfaces. If 
3 
The vector lines n farm a normal congruence. When this condition is satisfied the ?nit; vectors 
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s and b span the t q p b  plane to the surface 
u (9) = con%t&nf;, - (I6) 
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The c~~ndition (16) ia equivalent to 
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11). the ease of study incompreseible motiont.he c&mecvii+ion equation Diii v =-0 redocia to 
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Integrating along the streamline we have v = vo 0 - + this nhom that the velooity 
-* 
u is a func6ion of geometric parametres of the s t d i n e  
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Curl v = - v T* 
8 + 7 " )  Z ltn (19) 
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If the motion is irrotational Curl v = 0 hence r2 = 0 which implies that 9 = 0 hence .inotational 
motion cmnob exist unless it is a plan6 motion. 
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Suppose in addition ta the satisfying Sd, = 0 the motion: is such !that; W, = n . Curl v.= 
k 
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a b  = 0 in this case nab only the Lamb's surfacm exist for the mot-ion bemuse vo&ioity vector is - ~- 3% 
always tangential to the stream surface, every surface U (xa) = constanb will be a Lamb awface. 
-b 6. 3 
Complex lamellar aoceleration : The acceleration is~complex lamellar if and only if a . Curl a = 0 
-t 3 3 
for a &udy flow Curl a = Carl ( Curl v A v ). 
Ths c~ndi t ian  for complex lamella1 can be written as 
When Sh, = 0 writing a8 and a ,  for tangential and normal companents of acceleration we have 
as 1 
- k  -=- - - 
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Thia equation gives the abnormality of the stream line. 
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Steady generalised screw m o t h  : A ateady genaalised screw motion h defined by v = mB 
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where P'B /\ Cur1 VB = 0. 
Ib is easy to  verify thab this motion as a complex lamellar ameleration, the equation for complex 
lamellar becomes 

